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Go To Press Releases


As the world’s leading integrated resort developer and operator, we propel valuable leisure and business tourism across the globe. Since 1990, we have challenged conventional thinking in the hospitality industry and transformed local regions with our innovative and groundbreaking developments.
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                                    Our Properties
                
                                    
                        We pioneered the convention-based integrated resort model with the opening of The Venetian Resort Las Vegas in 1999. Today, we have properties in Singapore and Macao, where we’re the largest integrated resort operator in the world’s largest gaming market. Our resorts contribute significant economic impact to our host communities.

                    

                            

        
                    
                                    	6 Integrated resorts
	14,000+Rooms and suites
	3MSq. ft. meeting space
	200+Restaurants
	5 Malls
	28,000+Entertainment seats
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Corporate Responsibility

We strive to be a model corporate citizen, committed to our People, our Communities and our Planet.

Learn More




	People
	Communities
	Planet

Our People
We are committed to empowering and inspiring those who choose to work with and patronize our company and properties: our Team Members, suppliers, partners and guests.


Learn More
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Service and collaboration are part of our DNA.In Action
[image: dragonboat]

Our People Initiatives
We focus on ensuring a thriving work environment for Team Members, advancing the success of our extensive supplier network and local businesses in our host communities, and maintaining trusted relationships with the guests who visit our properties. 
Learn More
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Sands Project Protect
Through Sands Project Protect, we work to safeguard our guests and Team Members with industry-leading responsible gaming, financial crime prevention and counter human trafficking programs.
Our People Initiatives






Our Communities
We are a dedicated partner in building thriving communities that can capitalize on opportunities and address challenges. A fundamental part of our company’s culture is the commitment to helping our regions remain ideal places to live, work and visit.


Learn More
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Our first integrated resort was in Las Vegas, followed by Macao and Singapore.In Action
[image: hands with lights]

Sands Cares
Our community engagement program guides our efforts to help solve problems, address pressing issues, create resiliency and maximize the inherent strengths of our regions. 
Learn More
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Sands Cares Accelerator
Inspired by the entrepreneurial and philanthropic spirit of our founder, Sheldon G. Adelson, this developmental program helps rising nonprofits advance their capabilities for greater impact.
Learn More






Our Planet
We are firmly committed to environmental responsibility by embracing sustainable development practices and reducing the impact of our operations on the natural environment.


Learn More
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Alternative energy sources minimize our impact to the environment.In Action
[image: The University of Saint Joseph Macao (USJ) is receiving a Drop By Drop Project grant to research local water quality & the impact of climate change.]

Sands ECO360
Our global sustainability program drives our environmental strategy through three areas of focus: building design and development; resort management and operations; and meetings, events and entertainment.
Learn More
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The Drop by Drop Project
This innovative initiative repurposes our water savings into water-stewardship investments in our local communities.
Our Planet Initiatives
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Sands News 

Learn more about our iconic integrated resorts that have transformed the regions where we operate. 
Read More


[image: Artist impression of Marina Bay Sands' planned expansion showing the repositioned luxury hotel tower and 15,000-seat entertainment arena.]

Apr 5, 2024
Marina Bay Sands’ Multi-Billion Dollar Expansion Enters Final Phase of Design Enhancements
Luxury hotel tower, state-of-the-art entertainment arena and additional premium MICE space will deliver new economic, employment and visitorship contributions to Singapore.

View More



[image: Sands China’s Sands Innovation Challenge and Sands Resorts Incubation Centre encourage technology innovation among businesses in Macao.]

Apr 3, 2024
Sands China Expands its Initiatives to Drive Innovation and Technology Development in Macao
View More



[image: In this Women’s History Month Spotlight, TMCF founder Dr. N. Joyce Payne discusses equity in education and corporate America.]

Mar 29, 2024
Women’s History Month Spotlight: Thurgood Marshall College Fund Founder Dr. N. Joyce Payne Discusses Equity in Education and Corporate America
View More







Learn More
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Careers
As the world’s leading integrated resort operator, our company includes the industry’s best teams in all disciplines.

View More
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Investor Relations
Our unmatched track record and successful convention-based model offers the most promising integrated resort opportunity in the world.

View More
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